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Figure 1: Preserving functional realism rather than photo-realism by image retargeting. (a) The source image containing three areas of
higher importance, the two boys, and the ball. (b) The source image retargeted to ﬁt a PDA display. (c) The source image retargeted to ﬁt a
cell phone display. In the retargeted images, our algorithm is able to keep both boys in the image and maintain the relative positions of all
shadows.

Abstract

1

We present a non-photorealistic algorithm for retargeting large images to small size displays, particularly on mobile devices. This
method adapts large images so that important objects in the image
are still recognizable when displayed at a lower target resolution.
Existing image manipulation techniques such as cropping works
well for images containing a single important object, and downsampling works well for images containing low frequency information. However, when these techniques are automatically applied to
images with multiple objects, the image quality degrades and important information may be lost. Our algorithm addresses the case
of multiple important objects in an image. The retargeting algorithm segments an image into regions, identiﬁes important regions,
removes them, ﬁlls the resulting gaps, resizes the remaining image,
and re-inserts the important regions. Our approach lies in constructing a topologically constrained epitome of an image based on a visual attention model that is both comprehensible and size varying,
making the method suitable for display-critical applications.

Increasingly, our computing and communications infrastructure is
evolving to support images and video. Visual content is becoming
more important for sharing, expressing, and exchanging information on devices such as, cell phones and hand-held PCs [Liu et al.
2003], PDAs with video capabilities, home-networked media appliances, and “heads up” informational displays in automobiles and
helmets. Image retargeting is also useful for WYSIWYG directory
icons for the efﬁcient selection of images from directories and large
image databases. Regardless of whether the resolution of the screen
is high or whether the bandwidth is high, retargeting addresses the
issue of displaying images on screen sizes with limited display realestate.
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Introduction

Simply scaling images reduces the size of important features. If
there is a single important feature in the image, the image can be
cropped and scaled to ﬁt. Images with multiple, important features
present a more challenging case for retargeting. In such cases, valuable image area in the target image may be wasted with unimportant
regions between important features. For example, in Figure 1 there
are important features on both sides of the image and cropping cannot remove the unimportant area between them. For many images,
the key content is a small set of objects. To effectively display such
images on a small displays, these objects must be displayed at a
sufﬁcient size that they can be easily recognized. Other objects in
the image, as well as the precise relationships between objects, are
less important.
To assist in generating these increasingly important small images,
we introduce a novel method for Automatic Image Retargeting. The
goal is to provide effective small images by preserving the recognizability of important image features during downsizing. The premise
of our method is that if the important objects in a given image can be
identiﬁed, their size can be exaggerated in the target image such that
they are more recognizable. Such exaggeration necessarily comes
at the expense of realism: we intentionally distort less important
parts of the image to make more important parts clearer. In contrast
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to traditional resizing and down-sampling techniques, the results of
our retargeting method show important objects exaggerated in size,
by reducing the spacing between objects, so that they are easier to
recognize.
Contribution: The contribution of this work is an algorithm for
retargeting images to small displays. When a large image is resized
to a small display distortion is inevitable. Uniquely, this algorithm
distorts images such that the important objects are all recognizable.
The algorithm has application where recognizable small versions of
large images are required, for example in creating thumbnails for
image browsing and for displaying images on small devices such as
PDAs and cellular phones.

2

The use of deformations to exaggerate portions of images and displays has been used in various techniques, as found in presentation literature. See Carpendale and Montagnese [Carpendale and
Montagnese 2001] for a survey. Our method is the ﬁrst to combine
non-photorealistic deformation to an image retargeting application,
and the cut-and-paste algorithm is uniquely suited to maintaining
the recognizability of key image objects.

Related Work

Image resizing can be performed manually using standard tools.
Commercial products [Ado n. d.; Gim n. d.] enable the manual
resizing of images using cropping and scaling operations. However, this process is often tedious, especially with large data sets.
Cropping tends to work well for images containing single objects
of importance. Scaling tends to distort important regions. Also,
performing retargeting operations other than simple cropping and
scaling requires a great deal of skill and effort.
A few researchers have explored automating image retargeting
through automatic cropping processes. For example, Suh et al.
[Suh et al. 2003] proposed two techniques for automatic cropping
based on using a visual attention model to detect interesting areas
in an image. Their ﬁrst method is based on saliency maps [Itti
et al. 1998], while the second is based on face detection [Rowley
et al. 1996; Bregler 1998; Schneiderman and Kanade 2000]. In both
cases the output is a thumbnail, created by cropping and scaling the
source image to capture a single object. However, neither method
can handle cases where there are multiple important features in an
image.
There has been some work on image resizing that explicitly considers mobile devices. Chen et al. [Chen et al. 2002] and Liu et al.
[Liu et al. 2003] have worked on image adaptation where the most
important region is delivered to the client on the small screen. However, the user scrolls between ‘pages’ of an image to view different
important regions and the multiple objects in the image cannot be
seen at the same time on the screen.The method we propose, tends
to maintain the recognizability and spatial relationships of multiple
important regions in an image.
Jojic et al. [Jojic et al. 2003] proposed a model of image representation, called an ‘epitome’, that attempts to encode the image’s
essence. This is similar to the retargeting goal. The epitome of an
image is its miniature, condensed version containing most constitutive elements needed to reconstruct the original image. The main
idea is to uniquely map every patch in the epitome to a corresponding patch in the original image. This works well when the original
image contains several small, repetitive unit patterns. This technique would not be suitable for obtaining a more comprehensible
image where the neighborhoods between important regions are required to be maintained. Epitomes do not always give an idea of the
overall picture because neighborhood relationships between regions
are signiﬁcantly violated. The topology of an image is characterized by the neighborhood relationships among different elements
that comprise the image. Our approach lies in constructing an epitome of an image that is topologically constrained, based on a visual
attention model that is both comprehensible and size varying, suitable for display-critical applications.

Figure 2: Flowchart of our retargeting algorithm.

3

The Retargeting Process

Our algorithm takes as input, a source image and a speciﬁcation for
the size of the output image. Figure 2 summarizes the algorithm.
We ﬁrst segment the source image into regions. We then use an
importance map to select a set of Regions of Importance (ROI) to
exaggerate in the result. Alternatively, the algorithm can be applied
in a semi-automatic fashion by having the user specify the ROI.
In Section 4 we discuss the techniques involved in segmenting the
image, and combining adjacent regions based on their spatial distribution of color/intensity. In order to identify important regions, we
generate an importance map of the source image using saliency and
face detection as described in Section 5. If the speciﬁed size contains all the important regions, we simply crop the source image.
Otherwise, we remove the important regions from the image, and
ﬁll the resulting “holes” using a background creation technique as
described in Section 6. We then resize the updated background to
ﬁt the input speciﬁcation. Regions of importance are then “pasted”
back onto the updated background based on their importance, and
relative topology within the scene. If all the important regions are
not able to ﬁt within the new image, we resize these regions inversely proportional to their importance. The “pasting” process is
covered in detail in Section 7.

4

Image Segmentation

In order to identify important regions in the image, we must ﬁrst
segment the image. We use mean-shift image segmentation [Meer
and Georgescu 2001] to decompose the given image into homogeneous regions (refer to Appendix A for more detailed explanation).
The advantages of this approach include ﬂexible modeling of the
image and noise processes and consequent robustness in segmentation. The segmentation routine takes as input, the parameters:
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Figure 3: Image segmentation. a) The original image. b) Applying mean-shift with parameters hs = 7, hr = 6, and M = 50. c) Applying
mean-shift with parameters hs = 32, hr = 30, and M = 150. d) Performing region simpliﬁcation on (b). e) The original image. f) Applying
mean-shift with parameters hs = 7, hr = 6, and M = 50. g) Applying mean-shift with parameters hs = 22, hr = 22, and M = 200. h)
Performing region simpliﬁcation on (f).

spatial radius hs , color radius hr , and the minimum number of pixels M that constitute a region. As with other segmentation methods, choosing optimal parameter values is often difﬁcult. Therefore we over-segment the image using lower values of hr and M
and merge adjacent regions based on color and intensity distributions in a perceptually uniform color space, CIE-Luv. In practice,
values of hs = 7, hr = 6, and M = 50, tends to work well for oversegmentation for most images.
We then compute a color similarity measure called histogram intersection [Swain and Ballard 1991] to determine color similarity between regions, and perform region simpliﬁcation by merging adjacent regions. Figure 3 illustrates an example of this technique. Histogram intersection matches the image color histogram of a given
segmented region with histograms of each of the adjacent regions.
Given a pair of histograms, Q and T , each containing n buckets, the
intersection of the histograms is deﬁned to be:
n

∑ min(Q j , Tj ).

j=1

Figure 4: Importance map. Top) Saliency regions are outlined in
magenta, face regions in cyan. Bottom) Regions of importance.)

where j ranges over each color in the histograms.
Our system creates a DualGraph, deﬁned by nodes and edges to
store the spatial region information of the segmented image. A
node in the dual graph corresponds to a region in the segmented
image, and an edge between two nodes indicates that two regions
are adjacent to one another. Each node also contains a histogram
of the RGB color information of the region, and is later used in the
retargeting process.

5

Importance Map

The main issue with traditional resizing or downsampling is that
by uniformly throwing away information, it ignores the fact that
some parts of the image are more important than others. Intelligent
retargeting should attempt to make an informed choice as to what
regions of an image are determined to be important. These regions
should be large enough to be recognized by giving more space to
these regions and less space to other parts of the image. Truly understanding what is important in an image requires a thorough understanding of what the image contains and what the viewer needs.
Some recent results [Chen et al. 2003a; Fan et al. 2003; Ma and

Zhang 2003; Itti et al. 1998] suggest that some heuristics work well
(albeit imperfectly) on a broad class of images. The two heuristics
that are used in most (if not all) systems determining importance
in imagery are: speciﬁcally recognizable objects (faces) are usually
important; and regions of the image that are most likely to attract
the low-level visual system are likely to be important. The remainder of this section describes how we have realized these heuristics
and describe how we employ them to re-create automatic retargeting.
To identify the ROI, we ﬁrst compute an importance map that assigns a scalar value to each pixel estimating the importance of that
image location based on an attention model. Like previous methods [Suh et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2003b] we use measures of visual
salience (e.g. image regions likely to be interesting to the low-level
vision system) and high-level detectors for speciﬁc objects that are
likely to be important, such as faces and signs. Our implementation
computes the importance map as a scaled sum of a visual saliency
algorithm [Itti et al. 1998] and a face detection algorithm [Niblack
et al. 1993].
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5.1

Image Attention Model

model output images and sum them then re-normalize to create the
combined importance map.

We use the saliency-based image attention model [Itti et al. 1998] to
generate the ﬁrst contribution to the importance map. The saliency
model is used to extract attended locations in complex scenes based
on a low level visual model that uses color, intensity and edge orientation as visual cues. The technique uses Gaussian pyramids to
compute several ‘feature maps’ for three low level features: color
C, intensity I, and orientation O, which represent the visual scene.
Such feature extraction is achieved through linear ﬁltering for the
given feature type, followed by a center-surround operation which
extracts local spatial discontinuities for each feature type. Spatial
discontinuity locations are then combined into a unique ‘saliency
map’ represented as:
1
S = (N(I) + N(C) + N(O))
3

The two-dimensional topographical saliency map is used to determine the importance values within the original image. We binarize
the saliency map to ﬁnd the ROI. The IV can be calculated as:

∑

Bi, j ·W i, j saliency

(2)

(i, j∈R)

Bi, j denotes the gray-scale value of pixel (i, j) in the saliency map.
Since people pay more attention to the region near the center of
an image, a normalized Gaussian template centered at the image is
used to assign the positional weight W i, j saliency .

5.2

Face Attention Model

Images of people are popular as well as important in many application areas. However, saliency map generation relies only on
low-level features, and it might not be able to recognize faces correctly. The face is a highly important characteristic of human beings, and dominant faces in images certainly attract viewers’ attention. Therefore, we use a face attention model in addition to the
image attention model. By applying face detection [Schneiderman and Kanade 2000; Niblack et al. 1993], we obtain information
about faces in the image such as position, region, and pose. The
size and position of a face usually reﬂects its importance. Hence,
the importance value in this model is calculated:

i
(3)
IV f ace = Area f ace ·Wpos
where Area f ace denotes the size of the detected face region, and
i is the weight of its position and i ∈ [0, 8] is the index of the
Wpos
position, as deﬁned in [Ma et al. 2002].

5.3

Step 1: Identify candidate ROI. A candidate ROI is deﬁned as
a minimal region that identiﬁes key important parts of the image.
Each importance value from the importance map is mapped to the
segmented regions of the image. In order to this, we calculate an
importance value for each node of the DualGraph by summing
pixel values in the corresponding region of the importance map.

(1)

where N denotes normalization.

IVsaliency =

Rather than using an exhaustive search to ﬁnd the best possible regions of importance (ROI), we use a greedy algorithm. Using the
combined importance map, our method ﬁnds initial candidate ROI
and grow them until they meet the requirements for being the ﬁnal
ROI of the image. The process is described in two steps as follows:

Calculating Regions of Importance (ROI)

The saliency and face detection algorithms take color images as
input return gray-scale images whose pixel values represent the importance of the corresponding pixel in the input image. The importance map, which is the attention model for the image, is built
up by combining a series of importance measures. This allows the
system to be adapted to differing image creation goals, and to be
easily extensible. The importance map computation can accommodate other attention models as desired. A semi-automatic version of
the algorithm can be easily implemented by allowing a user specify important regions. We normalize pixel values from the attention

Step 2: Grow the ROI. We extend the method of Swain and Ballard
[1991] to include the additional dimension of importance and grow
the ROI by combining nodes in the DualGraph. The candidate ROI
grow by using a clustering algorithm that considers the unexplored
or unattached node with the highest importance. Regions with small
importance that are adjacent to regions with higher importance, but
which cannot be combined because of color differences, are treated
as unimportant. The clustering algorithm is applied recursively until all nodes have been explored. Examples of importance maps and
ROI are shown in Figures 4 and 8.
If all the ROI ﬁt inside the new image target speciﬁcation we simply
crop the input image to the target size. The automatic cropping
method we provide is similar to the successful methods of previous
papers. However, our method differs in some of the details of how
the ROI are computed. If the ROI do not ﬁt the target size, then the
image undergoes additional processing as described in Sections 6
and 7.

6

Background Creation

Once the ROI are detected, the background is created by removing
the ROI from the source image, storing the centroids of the ROI,
ﬁlling the resulting gaps, and down sampling the result to the target
size. Storing the centroid positions of the ROI aids in minimizing
visual artifacts in the pasting process(Figure 6 c-d). Inpainting is
necessary because an ROI may not cover its original image area
when pasted back onto the down sampled background. We reconstruct the missing gaps with a plausible texture, using the inpainting
algorithm of Harrison [Harrison 2001]. This method reconstructs
an image with the same texture as the given input image by successively adding pixels from the input image in a particular order. The
procedure is capable of reproducing large gaps even with the interaction of neighboring pixels, and transfers large complex features
of the input to the output image. We note that this method could easily be replaced by other techniques [Pérez et al. 2003; Drori et al.
2003]. A second dual graph is then created for the background image using the image segmentation process.
Figure 5 shows the masks in the image, and the results after inpainting is applied. Removal of large regions from the image sometimes
leads to some visual artifacts. Since the removed ROI’ centroid
positions are maintained while pasting back onto the updated background, most of these artifacts tend to be minimized in the ﬁnal
retargeted image.
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Figure 5: Background creation. Demonstrating masking, removal of important objects, and inpainting. Left: Original image. Center: Mask
areas shown in yellow. Right: After inpainting.

7

Pasting

The key step in our approach is pasting where the ROI are inserted
onto the newly created background. This step is a novel algorithm
added to the above existing techniques in the retargeting process.
The algorithm is designed to preserve the relative positions of the
ROI as this is important to recognizability [May 2000]. The algorithm greedily pastes each ROI, beginning with the one with the
largest importance. The process of best ﬁtting the importance objects onto the resized background for maximizing the functionality
of these ROI, can be formulated as a constrained optimization algorithm. The constraints of this algorithm impose certain restrictions
on the placement and size of the ROI on the resized background in
order to maintain certain perceptual cues in pictorial images. These
constraints are described as follows:
• ROI’ positions stay the same. The goal of the retargeting process is to maintain the representation of the original image as
much as possible. This involves maintaining object ordering
in the scene [Rogers 1995].
• Aspect ratios of the ROI must be maintained. This constraint
helps minimize the loss of information of important regions in
the image, thus maintaining retargeted image’s functionality.
• ROI must not overlap in the retargeted background, if they
are not overlapping in the original image. Interposition (or
partial occlusion) happens when objects are overlapping. The
object that is partially covered by another one appears to be at
the back. Since we cannot determine whether a given object
is behind or in front of another object in the original image,
we cannot determine which object needs to be in front of or
behind another object, in the case of overlap. Hence, we apply
this constraint.
• Background color of the ROI must not change. In order to
keep the retargeted image consistent with the original, it is
important to ensure that the object is pasted on approximately
the same textural color. The dual graphs of both the original
image as well as the newly created background, contain the
region information for the objects regarding adjacency, and
histograms. We use this information to check the colors of the

surrounding areas. While pasting the object onto a sub-region
of the re-targeted area, we compute color similarity between
that sub-region and the regions adjacent to the object. We
use the same color dissimilarity measure [Swain and Ballard
1991] that we used during segmentation. By applying this
constraint, we tend to avoid major artifacts such as a person
standing on grass in the original image, to appear ‘ﬂying in
the air’.
The objective function for this optimization process is to minimize
the change in size, and change in position of the important objects,
proceeding in the decreasing order of importance. To determine the
position and scale of each ROI, we seek to place them near the position in the target image that they would have appeared were they
not removed and at a scale as close to the source image as possible. Each object is ﬁrst placed, at full scale, such that its centroid is
on the centroid position saved in the background step (Figure 6 e,g
and i). This assures that all ROI maintain their relative positions in
the target image. Two resizing steps shrink the ROI uniformly to
ﬁt in the target image. All resizing is done uniformly to preserve
the aspect ratios of the ROI, as this is important to recognizability
[Rushmeier et al. 1997].
The ﬁrst resizing step shrinks each ROI to avoid overlap with any
already placed ROI because partial occlusions might give a false
depth cue [Rogers 1995]. The ROI being placed is checked to make
sure that it is being pasted in a region of similar color as its background in the original image using the original images dual graph
and the background images dual graph. The shrink amount for each
object is determined as follows:
Variables:
width = Width of ROI’s bounding box.
height = Height of ROI’s bounding box.
newWidth = new width of shrunk ROI’s bounding box.
newHeight = new height of shrunk ROI’s bounding box.
overlapLe f t = amount of overlap to the left of bounding box.
overlapRight = amount of overlap to the right of bounding box.
overlapTop = amount of overlap at the top of bounding box.
overlapBottom = amount of overlap at the bottom of bounding
box.
maxOverlap = MAX(overlapLe f t, overlapRight,
overlapTop, overlapBottom).
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The DualGraph of the original image provides the regions adjacent to the ROI in the original image. If these regions could not be
merged, using the metric of Swain and Ballard [Swain and Ballard
1991], with the regions of the background dual graph that the ROI
covers in the target image the ROI is uniformly scaled until this
condition is met. This consistency is important because we want
ROI to be in similar surroundings, but also because matching backgrounds helps avoid visual artifacts [Kosslyn 1978]. A ﬂowchart of
this process is shown in Figure 6.

8

Evaluation

The results indicate that retargeting tends to preserve the recognizability of important objects, when compared to traditional resizing
techniques. Our retargeting method has worked reasonably well in
many cases, especially when important objects are far apart from
each other. Though we might be deforming the original image, we
are able to better allocate the source images’ important features in
the target images. In addition, we maintain some important cues
concerning the information in the retargeted image. The retargeting
algorithm works reasonably well in many cases, especially when
important objects are far apart. Though the algorithm may deform
the original image, we are able to better allocate the source images’
important features in the target images. In addition, we maintain
some important visual cues in the retargeted image. For example,
we preserve topological relationships between objects and objects
tend to remain on their original background as shown in Figure 9.
The improved recognizability of important objects comes at the expense of distorting the overall image. While this design is based on
the assumption that the recognizability of important objects is the
key criteria for small images, we were concerned that the acceptance of distortions by viewers is a subjective assessment. Therefore, we conducted two preliminary studies to assess the viewers’
reactions to the retargeted images.

Figure 6: Pasting A ﬂowchart for the pasting algorithm.

procedure ShrinkROI(ROI)
1: Compute the bounding box and centroid for each ROI.
2: if all ROI placed on their centroids, ﬁt within target size then
3:
Perform automatic cropping.
4: else if the bounding boxes overlap with each other OR with
the target image’s boundary or with a different textured background then
5:
Starting with the most important ROI, compute overlap of its
bounding box s.t. shrink factor is proportional to its aspect
ratio:
6:
if maxOverlap == overlapLe f t OR maxOverlap ==
overlapRight then
7:
newWidth = (width − maxOverlap).
8:
newHeight = newWidth
width × height.
9:
else if maxOverlap == overlapTop OR maxOverlap ==
overlapBottom then
10:
newHeight = (height − maxOverlap).
width
11:
newWidth = height
× newHeight.
12:
end if
13: end if

Table 1: Percentage of selection in cell phone size images.
Scale vs. Crop Retarget vs. Scale Retarget vs. Crop
86.1%
83.3%
89.1%

Table 2: Percentage of selection in PDA size images.
Scale vs. Crop Retarget vs. Scale Retarget vs. Crop
72.07%
72.4%
84.2%
User Studies: The ﬁrst user study involved examining retargeting (640 × 480 pixel) images to cell phone display resolution
(154 × 171 pixels), while the other involved examining retargeting (640 × 480 pixel) images to PDA display resolution (320 × 320
pixels). In both studies 40 images were resized using automatic
uniform scaling, automatic cropping based on the image’s importance map, and retargeting. 12 subjects each participated in the
two sets of experiments. The cell phone experiment comprised 6
naive subjects; 2 secretaries, 1 person from a book store, and 2
people at a coffee shop. The other 6 subjects were computer researchers. 6 naive subjects participated in the PDA experiment; 4
clinical psychologists, 1 lawyer, and 1 artiste. The other 6 were
computer researchers. Subjects had either normal or corrected-tonormal vision.
In the cell phone and PDA experiments, each subject participated in
a number of trials in random order. Within each trial, a participant
was ﬁrst shown a larger image, and then randomly shown two of
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the three scaled, cropped, retargeted images. The cropped images
were generated based on the importance map used to generate the
retargeted images. The instruction that was shown to each subject
was, “Thank you for agreeing to participate in this experiment. The
experiment consists of several trials. For each trial you will be ﬁrst
shown an image that will be displayed for 6 seconds. Then the ﬁrst
image will be replaced by a pair of images. Please select the right
or left image from the pair of images that you think best represents
the ﬁrst image. Press the ‘C’ key to choose the left image, or press
the ‘M’ key to choose the right image. Please go as fast as you can
without making mistakes. Now, please position your left foreﬁnger
on the ‘C’ key and your right foreﬁnger on the ‘M’ key, and press
the space bar to begin.” The order in which each subject performed
the selection was randomized among subjects. The data shows that
the subjects preferred retargeted images over scaled images 83.3%
of the time and preferred retargeted images over cropped images
89.1% of the time for cell phone images.
In the PDA experiment, data shows that subjects preferred retargeted images over scaled images 72.4% of the time and preferred
retargeted images over cropped images 84.2% of the time. The
other comparisons are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Using a paired Ttest, we found that there is a signiﬁcant statistical difference in image selection between all of the different comparisons: cell phone
sized retarget vs. scale and retarget vs. crop images(p = 0.042),
cell phone sized scale vs. crop and scale vs. retarget images
(p = .016), cell phone sized crop vs. scale and crop vs. retarget
images (p = 0.041),PDA sized retarget vs. scale and retarget vs.
crop images(p = 0.002), PDA sized scale vs. crop and scale vs.
retarget images (p = .005), PDA sized crop vs. scale and crop vs.
retarget images (p = 0.007).

(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

Figure 7: During exit polls, subjects said that the difference between the above scaled and retargeted images was indeterminate,
and often chose one or the other. Left) Scaled image. Center)
Cropped image. Right) Retargeted image. In the top row, the
dancers are very close to each other, leaving little room for pasting, to prevent the objects’ bounding boxes to intersect. Similarly,
in the bottom row, several objects including the car and chair are
important, leaving little room for them to be pasted larger.
We note that the image set includes some images where our retargeting method has no advantage (e.g. there is a single region of
interest), so the results are close to being as good as can be expected. From exit interviews we were able to determine that there

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8: Subjects prefer crop over these scaled and retargeted images, as the people are shown bigger. Left) Scaled image. Center)
Cropped image. Right) Retargeted image. The importance map
identiﬁes the ball and the people to be important in the top row,
and the man and part of the dock in the bottom row.

are cases where the method fails to provide preferable images. The
most common failure mode is when the importance map contains
too many important objects as shown in Figure 7. Viewers also felt
a single important object at a large scale better represented the image in some cases as shown in Figure 8, this case always involved
people as the most important object.
During exit polls conducted with the subjects, some of the
comments were: “For deciding on better representation, I chose
the image which had all the objects from the larger image, so I
chose the scale over crop, and retarget over crop”, “In images with
people, I preferred the image that did not distort the people so
much.”. The data values however, cannot be generalized for all
types of images.
Most of the 40 images used in the poll had multiple objects of interest placed on uniformly textured backgrounds (Figure 9). Also,
the performance of the retargeted approach is more apparent with
the ROI in the images separated by a reasonable distance, rather
than them being immediately adjacent to one another. The retargeting method is limited by the performance of the components that
are used: image segmentation and the importance model must succeed at identifying the important objects. If the performance of
these components is insufﬁcient, a semi-automatic version of our
method can be applied where the user manually identiﬁes the important object. A more fundamental limitation in our approach is
that we have explicitly designed it for images where the recognizability of a small set of key objects is critical. Our method may be
ill-suited to images for which this is not the case, for example when
there are too many (or no) distinct, important objects, or when the
relationships between the objects are signiﬁcant.
Future Directions
Our algorithm is non-photorealistic and does not maintain semantic
relationships among the objects in the retargeted image. For example, the system does no establish semantic correlation between objects and their shadows. In Figure 1, the shape of the ball’s shadow
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in the retargeted image is not consistent with the shape of the ball.
This is because the system identiﬁes the ball and not its shadow to
be important, leading to the resizing of the shadow along with the
background. One interesting avenue would be the usage of composition rules such as Gestalt laws, balance, framing, rule of thirds,
and diagonals to improve the algorithmic output. These are excellent directions to follow for improved re-layout results. Emotional
connectedness between objects is another aspect that the system
cannot address at this point. We believe that by making the system
semi-automatic, the user can designate emotionally important objects in an image. The method may not be optimal if an important
feature is on a similarly textured background, or the image contains
one large object.

effective channels of inter-personal communication, deliver educational media, and provide entertainment. Achieving this vision
requires providing imagery for a variety of display devices.
This work in automatic image retargeting is a ﬁrst step in that direction. We have demonstrated an algorithm that allows a user to author imagery once, and then automatically retarget that imagery for
an assortment of display devices. Results generated by our method
tends to minimize the loss of detail and distortion. In addition, the
algorithm moves signiﬁcant regions closer together while retaining
key feature relationships in the image. One can imagine a variety
of retargeting applications such as: entertainment images for cellular phones, training images for PDAs, status information for “heads
up” displays, and image icons for ﬁles on a computer.

The main advantages of our method are:
• Unlike cropping, the retargeting method handles the case
where there are multiple important features in an image by
considering different regions of the image independently. Important features are extracted from the image and re-arranged
such that they best ﬁt in the target image.
• Unlike scaling, we tend to preserve image functionality of important regions in the image, by enhancing their recognizability in the retargeted image. For example, in Figures 1 and
9, the important image elements are brought closer together
when the image is downsized; less of the unimportant background is shown so that more space can be used to show the
important features.
However, our method has disadvantages and limitations:
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Figure 9: A comparison between existing image resizing techniques and automatic image retargeting method.
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